The yeast two hybrid system originally developed by Fields and Song is a powerful in vivo assay for protein-protein interactions (1,2). In its initial version, it was based on the co-expression of two proteins fused to transcriptional activator and DNAbinding domains of the yeast protein GAL4, respectively. If a physical interaction occurs between the two proteins, it brings the GAL4 domains in sufficient proximity to activate the G-AL4-dependent transcription of a reporter gene (such as lacZ).
observed when pGAD424 was used instead of pGAD2F. For 5 different interactions, the assay with the pGAD424/pGBT9 set of vectors was roughly 50 to 100 time less sensitive than with the original vectors (pGAD2F/pMA424). Therefore, an interaction may sometimes escape detection when assayed with the pGAD424/PGBT9 set, since activities below 0.5 units are not detected in a qualitative assay on colonies (PRP9/PRP21, for example).
However, it is noticeable that in one case (core/core), the detection of interaction was more modestly affected ( 
